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During  MODC'98  Ixgl  cruise TAG  and  Rainbow  hydroilKrmal  fields and Dame's  Domes  megamullion  were  surveyed  by submersible  Shinkai

6500  and  R/V  Yokosuka  in the Mid-Atlantic  Ridge  from  23 July to 23 August,  1993. The  morphological  change  of  the black  smoker  chimneys  wilh

normal  fault reactivation at trie TAG  hydroihermal  field and  a lo-  tcm|>cratorc emanation  at the souihcrn end  of ihc AI vm  zcru; were manifested

Comprehensive  survey  across ihc Dante's  Domes  megamullion  v≫as accomplished.  The  strong tectonic controlled chimneys  were  found at ihe Rain-

bow  hydroihcrmal  field.

In  situ CTD  with tisnsmissionnicici, pH,  Eh  and  gumma  ray analyses i£  well as buoyant  plume  surveys were also cartkd  out at TAG  and  Rainbow

hydrothcrm ≫i Held  These  results shed ihc ligbu io hydroificmul  activity and  architecture of  the slow  spreading >id|e studies



1. Introduction

A  series of 15 dives designed  to evaluate heat and

material fluxes from  active hydrothermal  vents and

architecture at the slow spreading ridge were  success*

fully performed  with the deep sea submersible  Shinkai

6500  at (he TAG  bydrothermal  field, Dante's Domes

megamullion  and the Rainbow  hydrothermat  site on

the Mid-Atlantic Ridge  during a 32 day cruise started

in  Lisbon  (Portugal) on 23 July, 1998)  and ended  in

Lisbon, (Portugal) on 23 August, 1998.  During  this

cruise detailed submersible observations were  made  at

the following sites; (Fig. I and Table 1). Hydrothermal

fluid and buoyant  plume  samples, rocks, sediments,

biological samples  and geophysical  data were  obtained

during  MEGATRAIN  cruise together with video and

still photographic  visual records along  the?

submersible'?  track lines. Bathymetric  and magnetic

data along the R/V  Yokosuka  track lines were  obtained
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at  night.

2. The  TAG  hyd  roth c rm a I field

2.1 Objectives:

Seven  dives are planned  on TAG  mound  and

inactive relict mound.  The  objectives of these dives

were  as follows;

J) Construction of 3D  architecture of the TAG  hydro-

thermal  mound  after the 1994  ODP  drilling io

compare  the differences in its whole  edifice before

and  after drilling (Humpfiris et al., 1995;  1996;

Fujtokaetal.,  1997, 1998).

2)  Time  series fluid and plurt>e sampling  of black and

white  smokers  as well as diffuse flows to estimate

the gcochemical  budget and the geochemical

evolution  of the TAG  hydrothermal  mound  since the

first report in 1986  (Edmons,  1996;  Gamo  et al.,

1996;  Rona  ct al., 1986.

I igurc 1 J  n<Je＼ map  ofihc  survey  areas
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3) Heat  flow measurements  of both this active hydro-

thermal  mound  and dead  mound  (MIR  and ALVIN

zones)  (o estimate (he heat budget and transfer

(Becker  etal., 1993,1996;  Kinoshitact  al., 1996).

4) Collection of ore deposits from the active chimneys

and  debm  flow samples  from ＼he nortYiem watt, and

from  the Mir and Alvin zones which  are fossil

hydrothermal  mounds,  to date and anaiy2C the

chemical  composition  of the old ore deposits to

estimate the chemical  evolution of the hydrothermal

activity in this hydrothermal  field (Rona  et a).,

1993).

5) Sampling  and observation of micro organisms  in

relation to the hydrothermal  activity (Van Dover  et

al., 1988).

6) ln-situ gamma  ray analysis of an active hydrother*

mal  mound  to estimate the age of each chimney

(LalouctaL,  1990, 1993).

7) In situ geochcmical  and geophysical measurements

of  hydrothermal  fluids by CTDT,  pH  and Eli

sensors, Gamma-ray  detector and three-component

magnetometer.

2.2  Major  dive results.

We  succeeded  to have ^even dives at TAG  and

adjacent  area and  the major  results are as follows;  Pig.

2  shows  the topography  of the TAG  maound  with

submersible  tracks and  markers  and  Figs. 5a to 5c

show  the video  images  of the mound.

I)  Changes  of the active hydrothermai  mound  since

1994.

Changes  of the active hydrothermal  mound  since

1994  were  remarkable  especially for the central black

smoker  complex  (Laputa)  which  had  shrunk  and

eroded,  and  for the #72  and  #73  sites, (old  markers  4

and  1 set up  dunngthe  MODE  '94  cruise) where

chimneys  were  enlarged  and  growing.  The  Kremlin

and  Alvin  marker  £ sites were  also changed  signifi-

cantly;  white  smokers  were  active there  during  1994,

but  now  high-temperature  clear water  is discharging  in

their  place. Two  ODP  re-entry cones  were  identified

with  hydrothermal  precipitates on  the surface.

2)  Mass  wasting  on  the southern  margin  of the mound.

Sink  holes  and  slope  failure apparently  caused  by

dissolution  of anhydrite  and  calclte had  occurred  on the

southern  margin.  A  anomalously  high  heat flow  value

was  measured  where  southeast  margin  of the mound

on  laps an adjacent  volcanic  dome.

'//
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3) Black and clear smoker  fluids at the TAG  active

mound.

Black  and clear smoker  fluids were sampled  at the

active mound.  The  relationship among  pH, alkalinity,

and  SiOz concentration suggests that the black smoker

composition  has not changed  since the first sampling  in

1924.  (CctviUioas at tte deep-tock/setwttes: rt&ctwn

zone  must have been stable for at least 12 years

(Edmonds  et al,, 1996; Gamo  et al., 1996). Despite

drilling of a 125m  ODP  borehole, composition  of clear

smoker  fluids sampled  at the Kremlin  site seems  to be

similar to that of white smoker  fluids sampled  at the

upper  terrace in 1994.

4) Huge,  inactive mound  north of TAG.

An  old hydrothermal  mound  was  (ocated 2.5 km

north  of the TAG  active mound  and its height was

measured  a: $$ m. Submersible  survey showed  That the

mound  was  inactive, but. this mound  is perhaps the

highest hydrothermal  mound  yet known  (Rona  et al.
≫

1993),

5)  Low  temperature  system.

In  the  Alvin  2one,  an active  low  temperature  system

was  found  discharging  23°C  clear water  with  a  biota

composed  of  sen anemones,  bacterial mats  etc. At  least

part  of the Alvin  zone  is still active  or is being  reacti-

vated

[;igurc 2 Ifcuhymctric  map  01 ihc *1 AO  hydfoihcrmnl  mound  Markers  from  a io E were  <lcpl≪>ycrl by aivm.  makers  iJ 4j  aj>d ?2 to wat
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3. Dante's  Domes  Mcgamullion  sire results.

Dante's  Domes  megamullion  site was first identified

by  Tucholke  and others {i 998) by the topograph ic,

gravity arid magnetic  anomalies  (Cann  et al., 1997;

Cannat  et al., 1995). The  dive to the Dante's Domes

was  for the first time by the use of the manned  sub-

mersible. Fig. 3 shows  the topography of the Dante's

Domes  with submersible  tracks and Figs 6a  to 6c

show  the video images of the Dome.

3.1 Objectives:

Five  dives  arc planned  on Dante's  Domes,  arrayed

approximately  along  a dip  Transect that extends  from

breakaway  to termination  across  the south  of  the two

main  domes.  Observations  and  geological/geophysical

sampling  along  this tTansect arc  intended  to address  the

fo  llowing  object ives:

(1) To  document  whether  the surface  of the

megamullion  represents  a fault surface.

(2) If  the megamullion  surface  is a fault surface, to

investigate  the history of  fault development  and

strain localization  from  recovered  rock  samples.

JAMST6C  J Deep Seo Res.. 15 OWJ

(3) To  determine  whether  the surface  of the

megamuilion  exposes  a cross section  of the ocean

crust  and  upper  mantle,  and  to document  in detail

the  composition  and  structure of this cross section.

(4) To  analyze  the structure of small isochron>parallel

steps  in the megamuKion  surface, determine  iftfiey

are  fault scarps, and  evaluate  them  in the context  of

bending  stresses in the  rotating  footwall.

(5) To  obtain  structural data  on  the mullions  that will

help  to assess their origin,

(6) To  analyze  whether  the sea>surface  magnetic

anomalies  be explained  by  observed  seafloor

magnetization  {as documented  by  on-bottom  3-

component  magnetometry  and  by laboratory

measurements  on recovered  rock  samples).

(7) To  relate distribution of  rock types  and  rock

densities  (e.g., gabbro,  peridotite, serpentinite) to

the  observed  sca≫surface gravity field.

(8) To  further constrain  these  relations by obtaining  on-

bottom  gravity  measurements  along  the transect.

(9) To  determine  whether  the structure and  inferred

development  of the megamuilion  is consistent with

Pigiirc 3 Bttliymctric  mayoi  Dome's  Dcunc*
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heat flow measured  along the transect of dives.

(10)  Incidentally, to determine  whether  venting of

hydrothermal  fluids may  be occurring on the

megafliullion.

3.2 Major  results:

Preliminary  findings from  the megamullion  dives

series are as follows,

(!)  Where  the detachment  fault initially nucleated, a

steep  volcanic depositions! slope on the east flank

of  the ridge at the previously identified breakaway

indicates thai this is not the true breakaway.

Instead, this ridge and a set of smaller ridges to the

west  appear to constitute a set of "rider blocks" on

top  of the deeper detachment  surface. The  actual

breakaway  zone appears to be about 3 km  farther

east, located at a steep vest-facing scarp near

44°I3'W.

(2) The  lithologieal section exposed  by faulting near

the  breakaway  zone  is an upper- crustal section.

With  distance west from the breakaway  zone, there

is  a small but probably significant increase in

occurrence  of deeper rocks, suggesting that lower

crust and upper  mantle may  be exposed  at least

locally

(3) The  surface of the domes  on the younger  part of the

megamullion  is remarkably  flat, and it slopes gently

away  from  the crests of the domes.  This unusually

smooth  surface most  likely reflects very smooth

basement  buried beneath a few meters of sediment,

and  this basement  is interpreted to be the detach-

ment  fault surface.

(4) Basaltic debris liners th£ eastern dome  of the

megamullion,  but none  of it appears to be in place.

It is imeipreted to be talus that was  clipped from

the overlying  hanging  wall and carried onto the

megamullion  footwall as the detachment  fault

slipped.

(5) Rocks  recovered  from the base of the eastern dome

ii i the region of the highest residual mantle Rouguei

gravity anomaly  (RMBA)  include a serpentinite

and  a gabbro. These  are interpreted to represent

samples  of basement  rock from beneath  the detach-

ment  fault. Modeling  of the on-bottom  gravity data

will help to test the vafidiiy of this interpretation.

(6) The  yonngesi pari of  ihc megamullion  contains m
≫

placc  evidence of intrusive and extrusive magmatic
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activity. This may  indicate that the rift valley was

becoming  more  magmaiically  active late in the

period  of megamullton  formation. This magmntism

would  have created a thicker crustal section,

possibly  explaining the decreasing RMBA  over the

young  part of the megamullion.

(7) Igneous  debris moving  downslope  on  the gentle

flanks of the megamullion  domes  is captured in

unusual  rock "fences'" that meander  for tens to

probably  hundreds  of meters nearly parallel to

bathymetric  contours. The  same  debris moving

downslope  on steeper slopes near the breakaway

zone  forms  chutes and creates significant debris

flow  deposits.

(8) Bottom  currents are active in the study area, and

they  appear to circulate clockwise  around the

domes.  They  create extensive field of asymmetrical

ripples both in calcareous ooze/marl  and in overly*

ing, coarse lag deposits of pteropod and iron-

manganese  debris. The  lag deposits are transported

both  along-slope by the currents and downslope

under  the influence of gravity.

4. Rain  bow  hyd  rot he rm a I s ile.

Recently  found  Rainbow  hydrothcrmal  site

(Fouquelcial,,  1998;  German  or al., 1996a,  b; Parson

eta  I., 1997;  Barriga et al., J 997) has unique feature

being  composed  of ukramafic-hosied  low  hydrogen

sulphide  system. Tig. 4 shows  the topography  around

the  Rainbow  Ridge  and figs. 7a  to 7c show  the video

images  of (he Rainbow  hydrotherinal field.

4.1 Objectives:

(1) To  do topographic  and geological mapping  of the

Rainbow  hydrothermal  site, in order to understand

Vnexeaonic  control ofaheViy<JroiVierma＼ system,

(2) To  locate active black smokers  and diffuse flow If

possible, and  dead  chimneys  to know  the distribu-

tion of the chimneys  and to estimate the magnitude

of  the hydrothermal  system,

(3) To  sample  sediments  by push  coring at off-mound

locations, for the understanding  of the distribution

of  the hydrothermal  particles,

(4) To  sample  the plume  of  the black smoker  fluids to

characterize the geochemistry  of the hydrothermal

system,

(5) To  sample  sulfide and host rocks (maybe  peridotite)

JAMSTECJ  Oc ≪D  See Res  . 15 CiyLlfl)



at the various locations, to understand (he degree of

reaction with hydro'hermal  solution,

(6) To  measure  heat flow values in an active vent site

and  off-active site, and

(7) To  make  an in situ measurements  of pH, Eh,

gamma ≪ray and CTDT  continuously along the

submersible  track for the characterization of the

hydrothermat  vents.

4.2  Major  results:

1) Location of black smoker  vents.

At  least 3 active black smoker  vents were  identified

at JAMSTEC  marker  #79 (I* LORES  if9) of Dive ≪441,

marker  ifZ I of  Dive #442, and marker  of  Dive

A443.  Possibly seven  black smoker  vents were  ob-

served, including two near marker ft7$, and five near

the marker  #$2 site.

2) Samples  at the Rainbow  site.

Hydrothermal  fluids, plume, sulfide, hydrothermal

precipitates, and host rocks were collcctcd from  the

black  smoker  sites as well as from adjacent areas.

3) Linear distribution of dead chimneys.

Many  dead chimneys  were located during the

submersible  survey. They  are slim and tall (max.  10m),

but  they remain standing, and they align in EW  and NS

directions. The  hydrothermal  system may  be controlled

by  N'S  and E>W  trending fault systems. The  top of the

mound  was like a long, narrow  and steep ridge, and it

was  very difficult for the submersible  to access because

of  strong currents and the steep, rugged  topography.

JAMS16CJ  Deep SeO Res 10

4) Mass  wasting  and  identification of  markers.

Mass  wasting,  slope  failure, and  debris  flow  depos-

its were  observed  along  the steep  slopes of  the hydro-

thermally  altered zone.  We  located  existing  markers

#  10,27,35,36,41  and  FLOR £S  marker  #9  during  the

dives.

5) Geochemical  characteristics of  the black  smoker

flu ids of the Rai  n bow  s ite

Three  black  smoker  fluids were  sampled  at this site.

The  pH  vs. SiO,  concentration  relationships  suggest

that  the black  smoker  fluid at this site has low  SiO,

concentration,  about  1/3 of  quartz saturation at the

measured  temperature.  This  is probably  because  the

host  rock  is peridot ite, which  was  sampled  in this area,

and  it may  affect the concentrations  of  components

other  than  aqueous  S＼Oy  High  concentration  of

gaseous  components  was  also  found  in these samples.

These  gaseous  components  most  likely are Hv  CHa,

and  HjS,  according  to previous  studies.

5. Other  results

5.1  Detection  of  hydro?hernial  plumes  using

CTDT,  Eh  and  pH  sensors.

While  (lie submersible  was  sinking  to and  rising

from  the scafloor, temperature,  salinity, transmittance.

Eh,  and  pH  of the water  mass  were  continuously

monitored.  Simultaneous  anomalies  in temperature,

transmittance,  and  Eh  were  detected  about  250m  above

the  seafloor  in all dives  at the TAG  hydrothermal  area.

They  must  correspond  to a hydvotheriria) plume

Mpu<c  'I Baihymctric  ≪nai> of ihc RainJuuv  hydroihcrmul  ≪no
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originating from  the high-remperature venting. The

intensity of the anomaly  decreases with increasing

distance from the active venting area. At the Rainbow

site, temperature and transmittance anomalies  were

j'lgure 5 Inslan  phrwographi  ofthcTACi  hycl*0J>≫crmar mound

during  dive

.1) Whiic  smoker  dead ehimncy  at ihc Kremlin  site looking  like a

Ar.ibtc  castle

h)  Angular  massive  juihydruc aggregate  ≪n (he too' ol ccmral

Wficfcsmokwr  complex

cj Nesvly  found  black smoker  will) tremendous  ;unounl i>t Knmcaris

<hnmp

delected  In all dives, but an £h anomaly  was  found  in

only  one dive (#443). This may  reflect ihe difference in

chemical  nature of the hydrothermal  plumes  at two

sires.

Kigurc  6 ln,urnt photograplis ofDanic's  Domes  during  chvc

a>  I lighiy sheared part of mmisivc  bo<ly

t≫  Scaitcrcd nibbles basallie rocks oh  the pclagic clay

c) J luge sponges  on ihc rubbles

JAMSTEC  J. Owe  See Res 15<Hfi9)



5.2  In  situ measurement  using  CTDT,  and

pH  and  Eh  sensors  at active  hydro  ther-

mal  areas.

Temperature,  salinity, transrruttance, pH,  and  Eh  of

1'igurc 1 Insiam  phdo^ophs  orthe  Ruinbow  hydroihcmial  site

during  dive S443

a) Linear  arrangement  of many  dead  chinincys

b) 1'LOR  1ZS milker  found  ai the wesMmrtiosi  bl.uksmckct

chimncy

c> Aetivc black  smoker  emanating  black smoker  fluid

JAMSTEC  J. Oeeo  See  Res  . 15 < 1*199)

water  masses  were  successfully  measured  along  (he

(rack  lines of  Shinkai 6500  si the TAG  and  Rainbow

hydrothermal  areas. Temperature,  salinity, transmit-

tance,  Eh, and  pH  anomalies  were  detected  simulta-

neously  around  venting  sites. These  anomalies  were

detected  not only  at chimneys  venting  hot fluid, but

also  at low  temperature  diffuse flow  sites such  as at the

north-end  of the Alvin  zone.  Anomalies  in these factors

should  be used  to locate venting  phenomena  at the

seafloor.

5.3  Geophysics.

1) We  conducted  swath surveys using the HS-10  multi-

beam  system, a gravity meter, and a proton magne-

tometer  and three-component  magnetometer. The

surveys  covered 3500  miles of track in box surveys

north of Dante's Domes  and around the Rainbow

site.

2) Jn situ rhree-ewnponem  magnetic  survey was

conducted  with Shinkai 6500 during ali dives.

3) Sea  floor gravity measurements  were conducted

across Dante's Domes  at approximately equal

intervals.

4) Heat flow measurements  were conduced  in 10

localities in the TAG  area, at Dante's Domes  and at

the Rainbow  hydrothermal  site.

5.4 Biology  and  microbiology.

1) Dense  swarms  of shrimp, Rtmicaris exocuiaia and to

u  lesser degree of Chorocans  cfxicei, were  observed

on  active chiinney walls at both the TAG  hydrother.

mal  mound  and she Rainbow  hydrofhermal sire

2) The  major food source for the shrimps 1* thought to

be  microorganisms  associated with the chimncys,

and  the occurrence Qf sulfor-oxidizing bacteria was

indicated by onboard preliminary cultivation.

6. Sum  mary  and  future  problems

Wc  have  collected  samples  and  data  from  ihc Mid-

Atlantic  Ridge  during  (he MODE'98  MEOATRAIN

cruise. They  arc swath  bathymetry,  gravity and  mag-

netic  data  and  in situ pH,  Eh,  gamma-ray  and  CTD

with  transmission  inctei data  during  descent  and  nsccnf

and  along  the ship's tracks of  the submersible,  visual

still and  video  data and  rocks, sediments,  fluids and

biology  samples  We  recognized  significant changc  of

the  TAG  hydiothermal  mound  and  linear arrangement
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of  the clumiteys of (lie Rainbow  hydrothcrmal  field and

we  collected basic data set across the megamultion  site.

These  data and samples  shed light on the origin and

evolution  of  the Mid-Atlantic  Ridge.

However,  it seems  to be difficult to detect a subtle

change  of the hydrothermat  activity and to estimate the

exact  pass way  of the hydrothermal  fluid. It seems  also

difficult to have a perfect geologic and geophysical

cross section of the megam  uHion site. Therefore  we

still need  more  cruise to have much  more  elaborated

data and samples  for the better understand  the ridge

processes.
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